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make is a Unix command which greatly simplifies the problem of developing 
and maintaining software.  
Once you have defined, and stored in a makefile, the relationships between 
source files in a project, make will compile and link the files as appropriate in 
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1 Introduction 
make is a utility for the management of software. 

In its most general form make is a command generator, producing and 
executing commands according to a predefined set of dependencies 
between files. In this guide however we concentrate on using make to 
maintain a software project, in this case, in the Fortran 90 language. make 
is also useful for general activities such as cleaning up temporary files and 
setting up a run-time environment prior to calling an executable. 

In using make a programmer defines how the sub-files of a software project 
go together in a definition file called a makefile. After typing make, the utility 
then works though the makefile compiling and linking the constituent files 
as required to build the executable. If after a short period recompilation is 
required, perhaps a source file is altered in some way, make can then be 
used to rebuild the executable simply by typing make again. make will then 
scan through the files recompiling and linking only the file or files that have 
been altered and any files which, in turn, depend upon them. This is 
extremely useful as only those files actually requiring recompilation are 
compiled and the programmer does not have to remember which files 
depend on which. By using make during the process of software 
development only the minimum number of compilations and links are 
carried out.  

make has a large number of facilities to ease software creation and 
maintenance. For example the programmer can declare compilation and 
linking options at the beginning of the definition file. If these then need to be 
altered, only one change is needed and consistency throughout the build 
process is maintained. 

make is also very useful if you wish to make your software available to 
others. The directory with the source code and makefile is first combined 
into a single tape archive file using the tar command and then compressed 
into a zipped file with the gzip command. Interested parties then get the file 
via the WWW or FTP and unzip and expand the file into the original 
directory. The executable can then be produced simply by typing make. 
Furthermore, the makefile can be written with options so that it produces 
executables for a number of different system architectures.  

make can be used with any programming language. However, in this guide 
emphasis is placed on using make as an aid to create and maintain a 
software project written in Fortran 90 on the ITS Unix service. make is also 
available as part of the Salford Software package on the networked PC 
service. 

Section 2 describes how to write a simple makefile. The use of macro 
definitions is discussed in section 3. Section 4 describes how to use make 
to clean up directories and run the executable. In section 5 we discuss how 
to create subroutine libraries. In section 6 the management of a larger 
multiple directory project is discussed. Dynamic macros are discussed 
briefly in section 7. The use of suffix rules is covered in section 8. Section 9 
suggests ways of making your projects available to others using make and 
tar files. There are pointers to further information in section 10. 
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The guide contains a number of practical examples and you should be able 
to repeat the examples yourself at an ITS Unix computer. A basic 
understanding of Unix is assumed; you may wish to consult ITS Guide 1: 
An introduction to Unix if you are new to the operating system. To get 
started log in to a convenient ITS Unix server such as altair or deneb. Next 
we will copy the following example directory into your current working 
directory: 

cp –r /usr/local/examples/make make

There should be three Fortran files sortit_main.f90, readN.f90, 
sortarray.f90, a makefile called makefile and directories called makes and 
project (ignore this for now). The directory makes contains example 
makefiles referred to in the text. You can update your current makefile at 
any time by typing: 

cp makes/makefilen.mk makefile

Where makefilen.mk is the specific example you require. 

For readers viewing this via a web-browser on-line: throughout this 
document anything in blue is a URL which may be clicked on. For example 
clicking on Guide 1 above will display its contents. 

2 How to write a simple makefile 
Let us start with a very simple example The executable called sortit 
depends on the main Fortran 90 source file sortit_main.f90 and two 
additional files readN.f90 and sortarray.f90. The source files can be 
compiled and linked in one f90 command: 

f90 –o sortit sortit_main.f90 readN.f90 sortarray.f90

Try this. If now sortarray.f90 is altered in some way then calling this 
command again will compile sortit_main.f90 and readN.f90 unnecessarily 
since they are unchanged. The files in this example are small and 
recompilation is rapid. However, if these files have several thousand lines 
of code recompilation could waste a considerable amount of time. A better 
alternative is to separate the compilation and linking stages. The source 
files may be compiled into object files (ending in .o) without invoking the 
linker by using the –c option to the f90 command: 

f90 –c sortit_main.f90 readN.f90 sortarray.f90

and these object files can then be linked in the final stage, thus: 

f90 –o sortit sortit_main.o readN.o sortarray.o

In this case if sortarray.f90 is altered, only it needs to be recompiled and 
then the linking stage repeated.  

f90 –c sortarray.f90
f90 –o sortit sortit_main.o readN.o sortarray.o 
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If there are many source files it can become complex to keep track of the 
state of each object file. make, together with an appropriate accompanying 
definition file, will deduce automatically which of the above compilation and 
linking commands are required.  

The basic command is simply 

make

which makes the default executable, in this case sortit. The make 
commands are stored in the makefile, which by default has the name 
makefile. 

In make, sortit is termed the target and is built from a set of prerequisite 
files or dependents. The executable is dependent on its object files and 
possibly a number of libraries whilst an object file is dependent upon its 
source file. By dependent we mean that if the source file is altered in some 
way then the object file becomes out of date and needs to be re-created. 

A simple makefile to compile the above code might look like this: 
# Simple makefile for creating executable ‘sortit’ from  
# Fortran 90 sources sortit_main.f90, readN.f90 and sortarray.f90. 
 
sortit: sortit_main.o readN.o sortarray.o 
  f90 –o sortit sortit_main.o readN.o sortarray.o 
 
sortit_main.o: sortit_main.f90 
  f90 –c sortit_main.f90 
 
readN.o: readN.f90 
  f90 –c readN.f90 
 
sortarray.o: sortarray.f90 
  f90 –c sortarray.f90 
 

A copy of this is in makes/makefile1.mk. There are four entries; each entry 
consists of a target dependency line and one or more command lines 
beneath it: 

target : prerequisite1 prerequisite2 prequesite3 
 (tab) command1 
 (tab) command2 

The dependency line consists of a target followed by a colon and one or 
more prerequisites. The command lines always start with a tab and indicate 
how the target should be built from its dependents. 

The first line of the example defines the link stage: the target is the 
executable file sortit and its prerequisites are the object files 
sortit_main.o, readN.o and sortarray.o. make checks the time stamps on 
each of these files and if any of the object files has been altered more 
recently than the target executable then the command in the line below is 
carried out in order to link sortit. However, before that make also checks 
whether any of the prerequisites themselves need updating by looking to 
see if any of the source files is newer than its corresponding object file. 
These steps are defined in the three pairs of lines below the first pair. For 
example sortit_main.o depends on sortit_main.f90 and is brought up to 
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date by compiling sortit_main.f90 with the –c option to f90 which tells the 
compiler to produce only the object file but not to move to the link stage: 

sortit_main.o: sortit_main.f90 
  f90 –c sortit_main.f90 
 

Now typing make to build the default executable called sortit should 
produce the following output: 

altair [sparc.sunos5] % make  
f90 –c sortit_main.f90  
f90 –c readN.f90 
f90 –c sortarray.f90 
f90 –o sortit sortit_main.o readN.o sortarray.o 

If you now type make again, it will report that the target sortit is up to date 
and hence it will do nothing: 

altair [sparc.sunos5] % make  
‘sortit’ is up to date. 

So, if in our example sortarray.f90 is now altered in some way and make 
is re-run it will detect that the time stamp of sortarray.f90 is more recent 
than that of sortarray.o. The file sortarray.f will be recompiled and the link 
step carried out. We can demonstrate this by using the Unix command 
touch which resets the time stamp on a file to the current system time, but 
does not actually do anything to the file: 

touch sortarray.f90

Type make again to build sortit, the commands to recompile sortarray.f 
and then link the object files together should be executed: 

altair [sparc.sunos5] % make 
f90 –c sortarray.f90 
f90 –o sortit sortit_main.o readN.o sortarray.o 

 
Note, that make works from the top (original target sortit) downwards in 
determining the hierarchy of prerequisites and works from the bottom (in 
this case sortarray.o) upwards in actually modifying or making targets. 

When we type make on its own we are asking make to build the default 
target which is the first one and in this case is sortit. It is also possible to 
ask make to update any of the targets such as sortarray.o directly by 
defining it as the current target on the command line: 

make sortarray.o

since sortarray.o is itself a legitimate target. In this case make reports that 
sortarray.o is up to date. 

By default make looks for a makefile called makefile or Makefile (with a 
capital M) in the current working directory. Alternative files can be specified 
with the –f option followed by the name of the makefile: 

make –f makefile1.mk
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By convention the suffix .mk can be added to denote a makefile other than 
the defaults. 

The –d option can be used to display information to help you understand 
what is going on. However, before we can see this work fully, we have to 
remove the executable and object files: 

rm sortit *.o

and then  

altair [sparc.sunos5] % make –d 
MAKEFLAGS value:  
   Building sortit_main.o because it is out of date relative to sortit_main.f90 
   Building sortit_main.o using suffix rule for .f90.o because it is out of date relative to 
sortit_main.f90 
f90 -c sortit_main.f90 
 
etc. 

To summarise, a makefile defines a chain of dependencies and a list of 
commands. The user asks make to build the last file in the chain and it 
searches down through the dependencies to find which files need updating 
and which may be left as they are. make then works back up and updates 
files appropriately until the original target is up to date. 

3 Macros to define commonly used parameters 
In the makefile used in the previous example the commands and options 
used to compile and link the code were repeated on each command line. 
Changing a compilation option would involve editing each of these entries 
which might be time-consuming for a large makefile involving maybe a 
hundred source files. It is possible to specify a set of definitions at the 
beginning of a makefile which may then be referred to later throughout the 
makefile. These are termed macros and take the simple form 

name = text string 

after which, a reference to ${name} is substituted by ‘text string’.  

In this case we can assign Fortran 90 compiler options to a macro 
F90FLAGS at the start of the makefile. For example, the option –fast 
optimises code: 

F90FLAGS = -fast 

And ${F90FLAGS} could be then be referred to in each of the command 
lines where the compiler is invoked, e.g. 

sortit_main.o: sortit_main.f90 
  f90 ${F90FLAGS} –c sortit_main.f90 

 
which would later be expanded by make to  

f90 –fast –c sortit_main.f90 

Note that the curly brackets {} are required. It is often convenient to assign 
a list of object files and the name of the executable file to macros: 
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OBJ   = sortit_main.o readN.o sortarray.o 
EXE   = sortit 
 

in which case the on the link line the new prerequisites become ${OBJ} 
and the new target becomes ${EXE}: 

 ${EXE}: ${OBJ} 
  ${F90C} –o ${EXE} ${F90FLAGS} ${LDFLAGS} ${OBJ} ${LIBS} 
 

Other common uses of macros include defining the compiler command 
itself as F90C, defining options to be passed to the loader ld at the loading 
stage as LDFLAGS and any extra libraries which may need loading as 
LIBS. Let us now define the Fortran 90 compiler to be f90, and, for the 
moment, leave the LDFLAGS and LIBS macros blank: 

F90C    = f90 
LDFLAGS =  
LIBS    = 

Now edit makefile to look like this, do not forget that each command line 
should have a tab character at the beginning. 

# Simple makefile for creating executable ‘sortit’ from  
# Fortran 90 sources sortit_main.f90, readN.f90 and sortarray.f90. 
 
F90C      = f90 
F90FLAGS = -fast 
LDFLAGS  =  
LIBS     =  
OBJ      = sortit_main.o readN.o sortarray.o 
EXE      = sortit 

  
 ${EXE}: ${OBJ} 

     ${F90C} –o ${EXE} ${F90FLAGS} ${LDFLAGS} ${OBJ} ${LIBS} 
 

sortit_main.o: sortit_main.f90 
     ${F90C} ${F90FLAGS} –c sortit_main.f90 

 
readN.o: readN.f90 
     ${F90C} ${F90FLAGS} -c readN.f90 

 
sortarray.o: sortarray.f90 
     ${F90C} ${F90FLAGS} –c sortarray.f90 

 

A copy of this is in makefile2.mk. Typing  

rm sortit *.o 
make –f makefile

should again compile the code and make executable sortit, this time with 
optimised code (you can ignore the warning about –xarch).  

Note that macro names are by convention in upper case. Also, in the link 
command the ${LDFLAGS} macro comes before the list of object 
filenames ${OBJ} whilst the ${LIBS} reference comes after it. When 
referring to the macro name it should be enclosed in either parentheses () 
or curly brackets {}. Macros can refer to other macros and there is no 
requirement about the order of their definition, provided it is before first use. 
Long lines can be continued with a \ character at the end of the line. 
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We have defined two separate macros, F90FLAGS to indicate the 
compilation options and LDFLAGS to indicate the linking options. When 
compiling and linking of object files are done in separate steps, it is crucial 
to ensure that there is consistency in the options used. The easiest way to 
do this is to include all the F90FLAGS options at the linking stage. 
LDFLAGS is then used for additional commands that are only relevant to 
the linking stage such as library path declaration (-L). 

It is also possible to define macros on the command line: 

make F90FLAGS = -fast

Use double quotes for multiple entries: 

make “F90FLAGS = -fast –xtarget=ultra2”

Unix environment variables can also be referred to as macros from within a 
make script. For example later we will refer to the current working directory 
and this is stored in the Unix environment variable PWD. To see it use the 
Unix echo command: 

echo $PWD

This, then, can be referred to from within a makefile as ${PWD}. 

There are a large number of predefined macros for example, ${F90C} is 
the default Fortran 90 compiler. The default macros for the system you are 
currently using can be displayed using the –p option to make 

make -p

This produces a long list of default macros and suffix rules which are 
discussed in section 8. The default macro for the compilation of a 
Fortran 90 source file is: 

COMPILE.f90= $(F90C) $(F90FLAGS) -c 

whilst the default for compiling and linking a .f90 file is: 

LINK.f90= $(F90C) $(F90FLAGS) $(LDFLAGS) 

In choosing which of multiple definitions of a macro make uses there is a 
hierarchy (from least to highest priority): 

a. Default make macros (as displayed with make –p) 

b. Unix environment variables (as displayed by typing env) 

c. Definitions made in the makefile 

d. Definitions made at the command line 

When make is used with the –p option it also displays the contents of your 
makefile, expanding all the macros on dependency lines, but leaving the 
command lines as you typed them. 
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4 Other targets such as clean and run  
Once an executable has been successfully compiled and linked the object 
files are superfluous. It is common to add a dummy target called clean 
which can be used to delete such files. Add the following lines to the bottom 
of the file 

clean : 

     -rm –f *.o 

and test them by typing  

make clean

which should remove the object files. The –f option to the remove 
command rm forces it through without querying the user. The minus sign at 
the start of the line after the tab indicates that make should ignore any error 
code returned by rm, i.e. continue onto the next file if it encounters a 
problem. Sometimes a target veryclean is added to remove executables 
and perhaps even libraries. This might be used to reduce a project directory 
down to the bare source files ready for it to be compressed into a 
transferable tar file (see the makefiles in section 6). 

A run target can be used to set up any runtime environment variables that 
may be required and call the executable: 

run: ${EXE} 
      ./${EXE} 

Add the lines to makefile and save it. Then typing: 

make run

checks to see whether the executable is up to date prior to running it. 

A weakness of the default make is that it does not take its own importance 
in the build procedure into account when deciding whether to rebuild an 
executable. For example if you alter the compilation options in a makefile 
this effectively makes the all object files out of date – they should be 
recompiled with the new options. However, if you invoke make it will look at 
the executable, object and source time stamps and report the executable 
as being ‘up to date’.  

Let us demonstrate this by first typing  

make

to make sure the executable is built and nothing more is required and then 
altering the F90FLAGS macro definition in makefile to compile code for the 
UltraSPARCII processor: 

F90FLAGS = -fast –xtarget=ultra2 

and then  

make  
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to build it. make reports that sortit is up-to-date. The change to the 
F90FLAGS macro will not be implemented. 

However you can solve this problem using a .KEEP_STATE: line as a 
target. When this target is present at the start of a file make outputs the 
compile and linking options used to a file called .make.state. When the 
makefile is re-run make checks the state file and if the compile options 
have changed it updates them. Add the following line 

.KEEP_STATE: 

after the macro definitions in makefile. 

If you now type make again, then you will see make rebuild the target from 
scratch with the new options despite the fact that the source files are 
unchanged: 

A makefile with the above modifications is available as file makefile3.mk.  

5 Making and maintaining libraries 
Software libraries are collections of subroutines which have been 
previously compiled and are stored in one binary file. During the link stage 
the loader searches the library for subroutines requested by the object files 
and loads them into the executable. There are two basic kinds, static and 
dynamic, we will concern ourselves with a simple static library. Let us say 
that we now want to place the subroutines in the two auxiliary files 
readN.f90 and sortarray.f90 into a static library called libaux.a (by default 
static libraries start with the word lib and take the suffix .a). To do this once 
we would use the Unix library maintenance utility ar with option r to replace 
or add files into the archive and v for verbose output: 

ar rv libaux.a readN.o sortarray.o

To do it with make we would add the following target to the makefile 
between the sortarray.o and clean targets: 

libaux.a : readN.o sortarray.o 
     ar rv libaux.a readN.o sortarray.o 

We also need to remove the object files from the OBJ macro and add the 
library path to the LIBS macro: 

OBJ  = sortit_main.o 
LIBS = libaux.a 

We also need to indicate the dependency of the target executable sortit on 
the library libaux.a: 

 
${EXE}: ${OBJ} ${LIBS} 
 

Then typing make causes libaux.a to be built and then sortit to be linked: 

make clean 
make 
f90  -c sortit_main.f90 
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f90  -c readN.f90 
f90  -c sortarray.f90 
ar rv libaux.a readN.o sortarray.o 
a - readN.o 
a - sortarray.o 
ar: creating libaux.a 
ar: writing libaux.a 
f90 -o sortit sortit_main.o libaux.a.  
 

An example makefile for this is available in makefile4.mk. 

By default the linker will search for libraries in the path specified in the 
LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable. To see what this is set to use 
the echo command, type 

echo $LD_LIBRARY_PATH
/usr/local/lib:/usr/dt/lib:/usr/openwin/lib 
 

It is also possible to specify additional library search paths with the –L 
option passed to the f90 linker. The –l option is then used. The syntax of 
this is such that –laux specifies a library of the form libaux.a, i.e. the lib at 
the beginning and the .a at the end are dropped. In this example the library 
libaux.a is located in the current working directory which uses the short-cut 
of . (dot). In the example in section 6 a different directory from the one 
containing the source files is used. The new makefile (makefile5.mk) 
would now be: 
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# Simple makefile for creating executable ‘sortit’ from  
# Fortran 90 sources sortit_main.f90, readN.f90 and sortarray.f90. 
 
F90C = f90 
F90FLAGS =  
LDFLAGS = -L. 
LIBS = -laux 
 
OBJ = sortit_main.o  
EXE = sortit 
 
${EXE}: ${OBJ} libaux.a 
     ${F90C} -o ${EXE} ${F90FLAGS} ${LDFLAGS} ${OBJ} ${LIBS} 
 
sortit_main.o: sortit_main.f90 
     ${F90C} ${F90FLAGS} -c sortit_main.f90 
 
readN.o: readN.f90 
     ${F90C} ${F90FLAGS} -c readN.f90 
 
sortarray.o: sortarray.f90 
     ${F90C} ${F90FLAGS} -c sortarray.f90 
 
libaux.a: readN.o sortarray.o 
     ar rv libaux.a readN.o sortarray.o 
 
clean: 
     - rm –f *.o libaux.a 
 
run: ${EXE} 
     ./${EXE} 
 

For more information on libraries see the Sun Fortran Programming 
Guide (http://docs.sun.com). 

6 Using make to maintain a larger project 
If you have a large software project you may want to organise the source 
files into a number of directories each of which perhaps produces one or 
more separate executables. It is possible to create a top level makefile 
which changes to the sub-directories and itself calls make to build 
executables. Which executables are built can be specified by command line 
options at invocation. 

In the example directory there is a sub-directory project which itself 
contains two directories mdir1 and mdir2, both with copies of the same 
example code used so far. The minor difference between the two is that the 
makefile in mdir2 builds the executable using the library libaux.a which is 
placed in directory lib. 

The two executables prog1 and prog2, once built, are placed in directory 
bin. Directory config contains a definition file make.def. 

In project there is the top level makefile called makefile which has a 
number of dummy targets: 
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# Top level makefile 
# 
 
default: 
     @ cat README 
 
all: prog1 prog2 
 
prog1: 
     cd mdir1; ${MAKE} 
 
prog2: 
     cd mdir2; ${MAKE} 
 
clean: 
     - (cd mdir1; ${MAKE} clean) 
     - (cd mdir2; ${MAKE} clean) 
 
veryclean: 
     - (cd mdir1; ${MAKE} veryclean) 
     - (cd mdir2; ${MAKE} veryclean) 

 

The dummy target default is not an actual file, but a convenient name for 
the task of listing the README file. The @ in front of the command tells 
make not to echo the command. 

Dummy target all calls the two dummy prerequisites prog1 and prog2. 

Prog1 and prog2, which must exist elsewhere as targets otherwise the 
make will fail, each call make recursively in mdir1 and mdir2. The special-
purpose macro $MAKE is used which by default is set to make. 

The file called make.def has the default macros: 

RM      = rm -f 
AR      = ar 
ARFLAGS = rv 
COMPILE.f90= $(F90C) $(F90FLAGS) -c 
BINDIR  = ../bin 
LIBDIR  = ../lib 
F90C    = f90 
 
F90FLAGS=  
LDFLAGS =  
LIBS    =  

 

Each of the sub-directories has a makefile which loads this definition file in 
at the beginning 

include ../config/make.def 

Typing make on its own lists the README file. You can build both the 
executables from within the directory project by typing make all: 

altair [sparc.sunos5] % make all
cd mdir1; make prog1 
f90  -c sortit_main.f90 
f90  -c readN.f90 
f90  -c sortarray.f90 
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f90 -o ../bin/prog1   sortit_main.o readN.o sortarray.o  
cd mdir2; make prog2 
f90  -c sortit_main.f90 
f90  -c -o readN.o readN.f90 
ar rv ../lib/libaux.a readN.o 
a - readN.o 
ar: creating ../lib/libaux.a 
ar: writing ../lib/libaux.a 
rm -f readN.o 
f90  -c -o sortarray.o sortarray.f90 
ar rv ../lib/libaux.a sortarray.o 
a - sortarray.o 
ar: writing ../lib/libaux.a 
rm -f sortarray.o 
f90 -o ../bin/prog2  -L../lib sortit_main.o -laux 

 

Target clean removes object files and veryclean removes object files, 
executable files and the library. It is also possible to change directory into 
mdir1 or mdir2 and type make there to built only the executable from that 
source. 

7 Dynamic macros 
Whenever make reads a dependency line such as 

libaux.a: readN.o sortarray.o 

it defines a set of internal or dynamic macros such as $@ and $? for use in 
the command line(s). These dynamic macros stand in for filenames which 
vary depending on the situation. For example in the lines  

libaux.a: readN.o sortarray.o 
 ar rv $@ $? 

the macro $@ evaluates to the current target, in this case libaux.a. The 
macro $? evaluates to a list of prerequisites that are newer than the current 
target, in this case this might be readN.o, sortarray.o or both. Other 
dynamic macros include $* which evaluates to the base name of the 
current target, in this example libaux. The macro $% is provided specially 
for use when building libraries and equates to the name of the library 
member being processed e.g. readN.o or sortarray.o. Finally, $< expands 
to be the name of a dependency file such as in the suffix rule described 
below.  

You may not wish to use dynamic macros yourself, but they are used 
heavily in the default suffix rules discussed in the next section. 

8 Suffix rules 
In the makefile above there are three entries each defining how a Fortran 
90 file is to be compiled into its appropriate relocatable file, e.g.  
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sortit_main.o: sortit_main.f90 
     ${F90C} ${F90FLAGS} -c sortit_main.f90 

There is unnecessary duplication in that the command to compile the 
program is the same in each entry. In a project with a large number of 
component files this explicit listing of the same command takes up 
unnecessary space. make defines a set of rules called suffix rules which 
allow the programmer to define the set of commands that should be carried 
out in order to convert a file of one suffix to another. We can make a suffix 
rule defining how Fortran 90 files ending in .f90 should be compiled into 
object files .o, this is termed the .f90.o (pronounced “dot-eff-ninety-dot-oh”) 
rule: 

.f90.o: 
 ${F90C} ${F90FLAGS} –c $< 

In general, suffix rules have the following form: 

DsTs : rule 

Where Ts is the suffix of the target (e.g. .o), Ds is the suffix of the 
dependency file (e.g. .f90) and rule is the rule for building a target in the 
class. As mentioned above the characters $< are only useable in suffix 
rules and expand out to be the files which trigger the rule, i.e. the files 
ending in .f90. 

Suffix rules can either be listed explicitly in the makefile or alternatively you 
can use one of the long list of default suffix rules (these can be seen using 
the –p option to make). 

So our example file could now be simplified into  
# Simple makefile for creating executable 'sortit' from 
# Fortran 90 sources sortit_main.f90, readN.f90 and sortarray.f90. 
 
F90C = f90 
F90FLAGS=  
LDFLAGS=  
LIB =  
OBJ = sortit_main.o readN.o sortarray.o 
EXE = sortit 
 
.KEEP_STATE: 

 
${EXE} : ${OBJ} 
     ${F90C} –o ${EXE} ${F90FLAGS} ${LDFLAGS} ${OBJ} ${LIBS} 

 
.f90.o: 
     ${F90C} ${F90FLAGS} –c $< 

 
sortit_main.o : sortit_main.f90 
readN.o : readN.f90 
sortarray.o : sortarray.f90 
 
clean  : 
     rm -f ${OBJ} 
 
run : ${EXE} 
     ./${EXE}  
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The three lines listing the file dependencies (sortit_main.o : 
sortit_main.f90 etc.) are now optional because make will search the 
directory for a corresponding .f90 file for each .o file in OBJ to satisfy the 
.f90.o rule. You can see this if you comment them out and run make again. 
However, it is probably useful to list the source files making up your 
executable explicitly rather than buried away in an OBJ macro definition. It 
is also probably a good idea to define the suffix rule explicitly rather than 
relying on the system default (which might change on a different machine).  

The default rule for compiling and linking a simple .f90 file directly into an 
executable is  

.f90: 
     $(LINK.f90) -o $@ $< $(LDLIBS) 
 

where LINK.f90 was defined earlier as 

LINK.f90= $(F90C) $(F90FLAGS) $(LDFLAGS) 

and $@ is the dynamic macro set to the current target and $< is set to be 
the dependency file. In this case the output file is declared as the target. 
The default rule for .f.o is defined as: 

.f90.o: 
     $(COMPILE.f90) $(OUTPUT_OPTION) $< 

 

where COMPILE.f90 (mentioned earlier) is 

COMPILE.f90= $(F90C) $(F90FLAGS) -c 

By default OUTPUT_OPTION is unset, see the default makefile 
/usr/share/lib/make/make.rules. 

The above makefile is stored as makefile6.mk. 

9 Making a transportable zipped tape archive file of your project 
You may wish to archive your projects or you may wish to make your 
software projects available to others. It is simple to combine these files into 
a single tape archive (tar) file and then compact it with the gzip 
compression command. First, remove any unnecessary files with the 
veryclean target: 

cd project  
make veryclean
 

Then go up a directory and use the tar command to concatenate the 
directory project and its contents into one file called project.tar: 

cd ..
tar cvf project.tar project
 

The c option stands for create, f creates a file and v does the whole 
procedure verbosely. The tar file can now be compressed further with gzip: 

gzip project.tar  
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producing a file project.tar.gz. This can easily be copied to another 
directory or machine with FTP or scp and the executables re-created. Try 
this by renaming the project directory to oldproject, 

mv project oldproject
 

and then typing the following commands which reverse the above steps to 
create a new directory project and build the executables: 

gunzip project.tar.gz  
tar xvf project.tar
cd project
make all

10 Further information 
The man page for make has a lot of detail; type: 

man make 

Chapter 4 of the Sun Programming Utilities Guide is very useful. 

For aspects of make relating to Fortran see the Sun Fortran 
Programming Guide. Both these Sun documents are available at 
http://docs.sun.com. 

The book: 

Managing Projects with make by Andrew Oram and Steve Talbott, 
O’Reilly, 2nd edition, 1991. 

which is available from the University library is also useful. It concentrates 
on using make with the C language and Unix, but goes into lots of detail.  

More information on using Fortran on the ITS Unix servers is available in 
the following ITS documents: 

InfoSheet 58 Using FORTRAN 90 at Durham

InfoSheet 89 Using FORTRAN on Unix

Guide 138: An introduction to programming in Fortran 90

at http://www.dur.ac.uk/its/info/
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